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Abstract

Domain-specific document collections, such as data sets about the
Covid-19 pandemic, politics, and sports, have become more common as
platforms grow and develop better ways to connect people whose inter-
ests align. These data sets come from many different sources, ranging
from traditional sources like open-ended surveys and newspaper articles
to one of the dozens of online social media platforms. Most topic models
are equipped to generate topics from one or more of these data sources,
but models rarely work well across all types of documents. The main
problem that many models face is the varying noise levels inherent in dif-
ferent types of documents. We propose topic-noise models, a new type of
topic model that jointly models topic and noise distributions to produce
a more accurate, flexible representation of documents regardless of their
origin and varying qualities. Our topic-noise model, Topic Noise Discrim-
inator (TND) approximates topic and noise distributions side-by-side
with the help of word embedding spaces. While topic-noise models are
important for the types of short, noisy documents that often originate
on social media platforms, TND can also be used with more traditional
data sources like newspapers. TND itself generates a noise distribution
that when ensembled with other generative topic models can produce
more coherent and diverse topic sets. We show the effectiveness of this
approach using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), and demonstrate the
ability of TND to improve the quality of LDA topics in noisy document
collections. Finally, researchers are beginning to generate topics using
multiple sources and finding that they need a way to identify a core set
based on text from different sources. We propose using cross-source topic
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blending (CSTB), an approach that maps topics sets to an s-partite
graph and identifies core topics that blend topics from across s sources
by identifying subgraphs with certain linkage properties. We demon-
strate the effectiveness of topic-noise models and CSTB empirically
on large real-world data sets from multiple domains and data sources.

Keywords: generative topic modeling, topic noise model, topic blending

1 Introduction

Researchers trying to understand information shared through social media
need tools that can be used to quickly make sense of these large volumes
of data. One well known technique for understanding conversation is topic
modeling. Unfortunately, identifying high quality topics is more challenging
than ever. In order to form meaningful topics, generative topic models rely on
repetition of word pairs within the same document. In shorter social media
posts, word pairs are repeated at a far lower rate than in traditional documents.
At these low frequencies, pairs of related words are often indistinguishable
from pairs of unrelated words. As a result, noise words infiltrate topic-word
distributions with ease, cluttering topics and degrading the overall quality of
topic models.

These problems are only intensified in domain-specific social media data
sets. Domain-specific data sets contain a type of noise that we call context-
specific noise. Context-specific noise is dependent on the domain of the data
and on the topic set being generated. For instance, the word ‘Hogwarts’ belongs
in a topic set generated using a document collection containing the Harry
Potter books or containing a discussion about the Harry Potter books. How-
ever, the same word would most likely be considered noise in a data set about
the Covid-19 pandemic. In domain-specific data sets, there is also a subset of
context-specific noise that is relevant to the domain, but still pollute topics.
These high-frequency context-specific noise words, flood words [1, 2], appear
so frequently in documents that they dominate all topics in a topic set, mak-
ing it difficult to discern different topics from each other. A few examples of
flood words in a data set specifically about the Covid-19 pandemic would be
covid, coronavirus, and pandemic.

We believe that given the prevalence of context-specific noise across social
media data sets, we must understand noise instead of just ignoring it. In this
paper, we accept that documents are composed of both topics and context-
specific noise, and that both need to be modeled in order to accurately identify
topics. Further, the size of the vocabulary and the shortness of posts also
require us to reconsider the role of newer linguistics techniques for distinguish-
ing topics from noise. Finally, given that the ‘best’ topics can be subjective,
having the ability to use a constructed noise distribution with other generative
topic models is important for noisy domains.
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To address these challenges, this extended paper proposes the development
of a new class of models, topic-noise models. Topic-noise models define a doc-
ument as a mixture of topics and noise. Specifically, we propose Topic Noise
Discriminator (TND) [5], a topic-noise model that estimates both the topic
and noise distributions, thereby understanding both the contextual topics and
contextual noise in a social media document collection. TND has the following
properties: 1) it assumes that topic words and noise words can have similar fre-
quencies and therefore need to be explicitly modeled in order to generate topics
that are more coherent and contain small amounts of noise, 2) it adjusts the
generative model to incorporate additional knowledge from embedding spaces
when modeling both the topic and noise distributions in order to elevate the
importance of contextually similar words, and 3) it produces a reusable noise
distribution that can be integrated into existing generative models favored by
certain research communities. While some previous work has considered mod-
eling special word or background distributions [3, 4], our proposed generative
process captures context-specific noise and topics extended by semantic insight
from word embeddings. We believe that generating topic distributions and
noise distributions on data is fundamentally a new way to think about topic
modeling and will be foundational for a new generation of topic-noise models.

Domain-specific data sets often only represent one of many facets of the
conversation about the relevant domain. For instance, discourse about the
Covid-19 pandemic has not taken place on Twitter alone. It has taken place all
over the internet, in newsrooms, on television, and in books. Data sets gener-
ated from all these sources are important to understand from a topic modeling
perspective. Topic models can and will be run on many of these data sets indi-
vidually, but the means to compare topic sets from competing sources remains
primitive, consisting mostly of costly and time-consuming human labeling and
matching of topics. The incoherence and overlap of topics generated on noisy
social media data makes it especially hard for humans to label and match top-
ics. To support the comparison of topic sets from different data sources within
the same domain, we propose Cross-Source Topic Blending (CSTB). CSTB is
a method for combining or blending topics across topic sets by comparing the
most probable words in topics generated by different data sources. CSTB uses
an s-partite graph to combine topics from across s sources by identifying sub-
graphs with certain linkage properties. CSTB allows us to generate the core
topics in a domain. Core topics help us understand the main themes within a
domain, but also help us understand the origins of different points of view by
isolating topics not shared across sources.

The contributions of this extended paper are as follows.1 1) We
propose a new generative topic-noise model (TND) that explicitly models both
topic and noise distributions and adjusts the generative model to incorporate
additional knowledge from embedding spaces. 2) We propose a variant of our

1This paper is an extension of Topic-Noise Models: Modeling Topic and Noise Distributions
in Social Media Post Collections, which appeared in the IEEE International Conference on Data
Mining (ICDM) 2021 [5]. The first three contributions were introduced in the original paper and
the next three are new contributions in this paper.
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model that combines a pre-trained noise distribution from TND in an ensemble
with any generative model as a way for any existing topic model to filter
noise words and produce more coherent and diverse topic sets. We show an
example of this with LDA, and demonstrate its value by showing that NLDA,
an integration of TND’s noise distribution in an ensemble with LDA to filter
noise words, produces more coherent topics than LDA. 3) We show the value
of using a context-specific noise list generated from TND to remove noise in
an ad hoc fashion to improve the quality of topic sets produced by other
topic models, including non-generative ones. 4) We propose a method, Cross-
Source Topic Blending (CSTB), for finding the core topics across different
data sources within a domain using topics generated from each data source
independently. 5) We conduct an extensive empirical analysis using two large
Twitter data sets from the Covid-19 and Election 2020 domains, and the 20
Newsgroups data set and show the strength of explicitly modeling noise and
using embeddings during the topic-noise modeling process. 6) We then use two
other data sources, Reddit comments and newspaper articles, from different
domains to show the quality of NLDA on different types of data, and to show
the effectiveness of CSTB. 7) We publish our model code and other methods
used in our experiments, along with our evaluation metrics.2

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related liter-
ature. Section 3 defines terminology used throughout the paper. Section 4
presents our models. Section 5 proposes the CSTB method. Section 6 con-
tains quantitative and qualitative experiments. Conclusions are presented in
Section 7.

2 Related Literature

At their core, topic-noise models are unsupervised generative topic models.
There are many types and variants of unsupervised topic models (see [6] for
a survey), but in the paper, we focus on generative models. Generative topic
models rely on the key assumption that documents are generated according to
a known distribution of terms. The most widely used of the generative class is
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [7], which inspires the vast majority of other
generative models. LDA uses a bag-of-words model to find the parameters of
the topic/term distribution that maximize the likelihood of documents in the
data set over k topics. Among its direct descendants are Hierarchical Dirichlet
Process (HDP) [8], Dynamic Topic Models (DTM) [9], and Correlated Topic
Models (CTM) [10]. Each of these iterations attempts to leverage the key
assumption in a different manner to improve upon LDA. However, all of them
use a single distribution to compute topics and ignore modeling noise.

There are a few examples of generative topic models that attempt to incor-
porate multiple distributions within the generative process. Chemudugunta et
al. [3] propose a special words topic model with a background distribution
(SWB) to model different aspects of documents. Based on LDA, the approach

2The code repository can be found here: https://github.com/GU-DataLab/gdtm
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of Chemudugunta et al. differs by incorporating word distributions (special
word and background distributions) adjacent to the traditional topic-word dis-
tribution. While our approach has similarities (we will detail the differences in
Section 4), there are two main differences, our modeling of noise differs from
their special word and background distributions, and our models use word
embeddings to better model topics and noise.

Another type of generative model employs the Dirichlet Multinomial Mix-
ture (DMM), which differs from LDA in that it assumes each document has
only one topic [11]. DMM has been a key building block to many topic models
that attempt to better model data sets containing short documents [4, 12–14].
GSDMM [13] attempts to cluster documents into k topics in a round-robin
approach, allowing documents to decide which topic to join by which other
documents are most similar to it.

Invented by Bengio et al. [15] and brought to the masses in the form
of Word2Vec by Mikolov et al. [16, 17], large-scale word embedding vectors
have become a popular NLP model to incorporate into topic models. Word
embeddings are mathematical representations of words that can be added, sub-
tracted, and compared like numbers. Words that are close to each other within
an embedding space are more likely to be semantically related. A model called
Lda2Vec alters the Word2Vec model to create embedding vectors for docu-
ments as well as for words [18]. Topics are also represented as vectors within
the same embedding space, allowing for the measurement of similarity between
words, documents, and topics. Generalized Polya Urn DMM (GPUDMM) [4]
uses the DMM model, and alters the sampling algorithm to incorporate word
embeddings. The related words of an observed word are sampled alongside it
to produce more coherent topics in noisy data. Wang et. al use LDA to get
topic embeddings, and then use these embeddings along with pre-trained word
embeddings to find topics in short texts [19]. Dieng et. al propose a generative
model similar to LDA in essence, but which draws topic words directly from
the embedding space [20]. This approach has been applied to temporal topic
modeling as well [21]. While all these models use new NLP techniques, they do
not explicitly model a noise distribution. LF-LDA and LF-DMM replace the
topic-word distribution of the models with a mixture of topic-word distribution
and latent features derived from word embeddings [14].

Twitter-LDA [22] attempts to create better topics on social media data in a
unique way. Given a set of tweets, along with the metadata such as the author
of each tweet, Twitter-LDA first identifies every unique author in the data set.
It then retrieves each author’s entire corpus of public tweets and aggregates
them into a single, larger document for each author. As a result, LDA is pre-
sented with longer pseudo-documents in which to find topics. The idea behind
long pseudo-documents replacing shorter texts is that word co-occurrence will
increase, resulting in better topics. While this is a good approach for a topic
model whose purpose is to approximate topics for the general Twitter plat-
form, this does not extend to domain-specific data sets. People are free to tweet
about whatever they please, so there is no guarantee that the tweets retrieved
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for each author will remain within the desired domain. In fact, it is more likely
than not that out-of-domain tweets will lead to topic drift, resulting in less
accurate topics for the domain.

Other models have attempted to aggregate tweets into longer pseudo-
documents in a manner similar to Twitter-LDA. Embedding-based Topic
Model (ETM) [23] uses word embeddings to aggregate short texts into
long pseudo-documents, and then infers topics from the pseudo-texts. This
approach does not require the retrieval of each author’s tweets, making it
more practical than Twitter-LDA for domain-specific topic modeling. Self-
Aggregating Topic Model (SATM) [12] also aggregates short texts into
pseudo-documents. Instead of relying on word embeddings for aggregation, the
authors run LDA on the original data set, and then use the approximated top-
ics to aggregate documents into longer texts. They run LDA a second time on
the longer texts to get their final topics. Pseudo-document-based Topic Model
(PTM) [24] attempts to improve on SATM by adding the assumption that
short texts are generated from the longer pseudo-documents. PTM observes
the original short texts, and draws a longer pseudo-document from which the
short text may have been generated. The topic for the short text is drawn from
the distribution of the pseudo-document, thereby modeling the short text as
the pseudo-document with missing words.

Yan et al. perform topic modeling on pairs of terms with high co-occurrence
in their Biterm Topic Model (BTM) [25]. Instead of modeling document-level
word patterns, BTM attempts to model data set-level word patterns. The
authors extract pairs of words that appear frequently within documents and
perform inference directly on the word pairs, instead of the documents. Neural
Variational Document Model (NVDM) is a neural language model that can
be used as a topic model [26]. It uses a variational auto-encoder to produce
a document embedding for each document in the data set. These embeddings
can then be clustered into topics. There are also reinforcement learning-based
neural models that use generative adversarial models to find topics [19, 27–29].

Li et al. [30] deal with filtering noise from topics with their topic model,
CSTM. The authors base their model on DMM [11], and incorporate two types
of topics to try to capture noise and content words. The authors generate a
document from a single ‘functional’ topic (traditional topic), as well as from
a number of shared ‘common’ topics, which are used to aggregate noise words
from all documents. Instead of a background distribution like that of SWB, the
authors use topics to capture noise. This approach is similar in goal to ours,
but identifies noise using a ‘common’ topics distribution that does not work
well in a setting containing such large amounts of context-specific noise (as we
will show in our empirical analysis). It also does not use word embeddings to
incorporate additional context.

Finally, there are a number of approaches to topic modeling that do not
incorporate generative models [1, 2, 31–35]. Because generative models are
the standard for topic modeling and our focus is on extending generative
models, our evaluation will compare the models we propose to LDA, DMM,
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GPUDMM, and CSTM. LDA is the most widely used generative model. DMM
is a strong generative model designed for short texts. GPUDMM incorporates
word embedding vectors. Finally, CSTM attempts to explicitly adjust for noise
within the generative process.

3 Background & Notation

Let D represent a data set consisting of M documents or posts, where
D = {d0, d1, ..., dM−1}. A document d is a collection of N words, where d =
{w0, w1, ..., wN−1}. A topic t consists of a set of ` words, t = {w0, w1, ..w`−1},
where the words in t are coherent and interpretable. A topic set T consists of
k topics, where T = {z0, z1, ..zk−1}. A noise set H consists of a set of p words,
H = {w0, w1, ..wp}, where the words in H represent noise.

Our central claim is that topic models must not ignore noise when the data
set contains social media posts. From a quantitative perspective, high quality
topics are coherent, interpretable, and contain little noise. High quality topic
sets are diverse, i.e. more unique as opposed to similar. Noise in social media
posts comes in different forms. We can divide these different types of noise into
two broad categories, context-free noise and context-specific noise.

Context-free noise words are defined as words that are considered content-
poor irrespective of the domain of the data. Stopwords are an example of
context-free noise. Because stopwords are data set agnostic, they are known
prior to the execution of a model and can be easily pruned from a data set.
Context-specific noise words are noise within the context of the data set. Some
context-specific noise words are not meaningful within the domain, but happen
to occur more often than expected. We refer to these noise words as generic
noise words. Examples of generic noise words in a data set about the 2020
Covid-19 Pandemic would include words like today, made, think, and said.
These words do not add clarity to a topic about Covid-19. Another form of
context-specific noise is flood words. Flood words are domain specific words
that appear frequently and are highly relevant to the domain. However, they
are relevant to a large number of topics and therefore, cannot be used to
help distinguish topics. Examples of flood words in a data set about the 2020
Covid-19 Pandemic would be covid and pandemic. In this paper, H represents
context-specific noise, both generic noise words and flood words.

Our focus, from a quantitative perspective, is to improve the coherence
and diversity of topics within topic-noise models, generate a noise distribution
that contains different types of noise, and reduce the amount of noise present
in topics. We define topic coherence as the ability of a topic model to detect
meaningful and interpretable topics in a data set. We define topic diversity as
the ability of a topic model to detect unique topics in a data set (as opposed
to a set of very similar topics). Together, topic coherence and topic diversity
represent a model’s ability to detect a range of topics that can be easily under-
stood. We define noise penetration as the ability (or lack thereof) of a topic
model to filter noise from its topic set. A high noise penetration level reflects
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Fig. 1: LDA (a), SWB (b), and TND (c) Graphical Models.

poorly on a topic model’s ability to detect words that strongly represent topics.
We detail our exact computations of each of these metrics in Section 6.

In summary, this paper attempts to answer the following question. Given
a data set D, can we produce a topic set T that is coherent and diverse, and
a noise set H that captures context-specific noise?

4 Topic-Noise Models

In this section, we describe our proposed models in detail. In order to relate
our models to the most relevant prior work, we begin by presenting the
plate notation and describing LDA [7] and SWB [3] (Section 4.1). We then
describe our proposed topic-noise model (TND) (Section 4.2), and the exten-
sion using embedding sampling (Section 4.3). Finally, we describe our approach
for combining existing generative and non-generative models with the noise
distribution generated by TND (Section 4.4).

4.1 LDA and SWB Topic Models

Figure 1 shows the graphical representations of LDA (a) and SWB (b). While
the entire generative process for LDA is presented by Blei et. al [7], we present
the high-level generative process in our notation here.

For d ∈ D:

1. Draw the number of words N for d.
2. Draw the topic distribution θ from the Dirichlet distribution, conditioned

on the parameter α.
3. For each word wi, 0 ≤ i < N :

(a) Draw a topic zi from θ.
(b) Draw a word wi based on the probability of wi given the topic zi and

conditioned on the parameter β.

The special words topic model with a background distribution (SWB), pro-
posed by Chemudugunta et al. [3], improves on LDA by adding a special words
distribution for each document, and a global background distribution. SWB’s
generative process works similarly to that of LDA, but with some important
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changes to account for its extra distributions. First, a word is not guaran-
teed to be drawn directly from the document’s topic distribution. Instead, it
can be drawn from the document’s topic distribution, from the document’s
special words distribution (Ψ in Figure 1(b)), or from the independently com-
puted global background distribution (Ω in Figure 1(b)). The decision of
which distribution to draw from is controlled by x, which is sampled from a
document-specific multinomial λ conditioned on γ.

4.2 Topic-Noise Discriminator (TND)

Recall that we define a document as a mixture of topics and noise. Therefore,
our generative model, Topic-Noise Discriminator (TND) alters the generative
process of the topic distribution to account for an underlying noise distribution.
The graphical model for TND is shown in Figure 1(c). We identify noise by
approximating the distribution of noise words across the document collection
D. Intuitively, instead of each word in the document being drawn from the
document’s topic distribution (as in LDA), each word is drawn from either
that document’s topic distribution, or a global noise distribution, based on
the probability of the individual word being in a topic or in the set of noise
words. While this looks similar to the special word distribution in SWB, it
is designed differently. SWB is designed to capture words that appear in a
specific document and rarely anywhere else. The underlying assumption here
is that these special words appear frequently in their respective documents,
such as the word Hogwarts would appear an irregularly high number of times
in a Harry Potter book, and almost never in other contexts.

In social media data, documents are so small that with high certainty, words
will not appear frequently enough in a single document for them to affect the
composition of an entire topic, and any word that appears in a single document
will be removed by reasonable preprocessing (such as removing words that
appear only once in the data set). Therefore, the special words distributions
are not needed for a topic model that is intended for social media data because
that distribution cannot capture the ‘right’ words, thereby unnecessarily com-
plicating a model designed for short posts. The background distribution is
closer to how we model the noise distribution. However, the SWB background
distribution is computed independently. In contrast, our noise distribution is
not.

The decision of whether a word is a topic word or a noise word is deter-
mined using the Beta distribution (see Figure 1). The Beta distribution, λ, is
the special case of the Dirichlet where k=2, and x is the switching variable
controlling whether the word is drawn from z or H. This distribution is con-
ditioned on the β1 parameter. Setting the initial value of β1 higher allows us
to skew the distribution to favor topics if the expectation of noise is less than
topics. In practice, using the Beta distribution helps produces topics that con-
tain far less noise than traditional generative models such as LDA. Equation 1
shows the calculation of the Beta distribution for each word. The Beta distri-
bution takes into account the topic frequency and noise frequency of the given
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word. Using the square root of the word’s frequency in the topic and noise dis-
tributions reduces the likelihood of a word continually moving between topics
and noise. The effect of this alteration in the generative process is that over
many iterations, noise words slowly start to affect document-topic assignment
less and less.

Beta(
√
θiz + β1,

√
Hi) (1)

The noise distribution is not a static list, like stopwords, nor is it a strictly
frequency-related list like TF-IDF rankings. Instead, the noise distribution is
generated with respect to a set of topics simultaneously being generated on the
data set. As such, the noise distribution has knowledge of topic words baked
into it, as opposed to approaches that attempt to identify noise words without
approximating a topic-word distribution.

The generative process for TND is as follows.
For d ∈ D:

1. Draw the number of words N for d.
2. Draw the topic distribution θ from the Dirichlet distribution, conditioned

on α.
3. For each word wi, 0 ≤ i < N :

(a) Draw a topic zi from the topic distribution θ.
(b) Draw a word from either zi or the noise distribution H, according to the

Beta distribution, conditioned on α.
(c) If drawing from zi, draw wi based on the probability of wi given the

topic zi and conditioned on β0

(d) If drawing from H, draw wi according to the probability of wi given H
and conditioned on β1.

4.3 Embedding Sampling

With recent advances in natural language processing, we propose using word
embedding vectors to increase the probability of semantically related words
appearing together in specific topics and in the noise distribution. GPUDMM,
proposed by Li et al. [4], uses word embeddings in a similar fashion, altering
the traditional Gibbs sampling algorithm so that whenever a word is sam-
pled, words related to it in the given embedding space are also sampled. In
Gibbs sampling, one word is sampled at a time. In Generalized Polya Urn
(GPU) embedding sampling, the word is returned with other similar words.
This increases the likelihood of related words being in the same topic.

This is a clever way of producing more coherent topics, but in social media,
this also allows for noise words to pull even more noise words into topics.
However, using this same sampling scheme within TND, where noise words
are modeled in their own distribution, we should see noise words pulling more
noise words into the noise distribution instead.

To ensure that we do not pull the wrong words into the wrong distributions,
we wait τ iterations to begin GPU embedding sampling. After τ iterations,
and every τ iterations thereafter, we re-evaluate the words eligible for GPU
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embedding sampling. Only words whose probability of being in the noise dis-
tribution or of being in a single topic is higher than ν standard deviations from
the average are considered. By narrowing words down this way, we ensure that
we do not pull the related words of low-probability words into topics.

Our sampling approach allows for the scaling of the impact of embeddings
on TND. By setting the parameter µ ≥ 0, we can decide how many related
words to sample for each word in GPU embedding sampling. Setting µ = 0 is
equivalent to traditional Gibbs sampling, while increasing µ means more and
more impact of embeddings on the model.

4.4 Extending Existing Topic Models with TND

The noise distribution generated by TND can be integrated into any topic
model that produces a topic-word distribution, as generative models do. By
comparing a word’s probability in a topic and in noise, noise can be efficiently
filtered from a topic set, leaving more coherent, interpretable topics with little
overhead. We show this approach here, combining TND and LDA to create
NLDA.

4.4.1 Noiseless LDA (NLDA)

While TND produces topics, it also provides a useful noise distribution that
can be easily transferred to other topic models. In the case where we have a pre-
trained topic model that uses a topic-word distribution to approximate topics,
we can apply the pre-trained noise distribution from TND in an ensemble to
probabilistically remove noise words in a similar manner to the process within
TND. In Noiseless LDA (NLDA), we borrow the noise distribution generated
by TND, and use it with LDA, thereby creating a version of LDA that contains
topics with fewer noise words.

To create NLDA, we train a noise distribution H on D using TND, and
we train an LDA model on D.3 We then produce a topic set by combining the
noise distribution of TND and the topic-word distribution of LDA. Similar to
deciding whether a word is a topic or noise word, for each topic z ∈ T , we
remove wi from z according to a Beta distribution (Equation 2) conditioned
on wi’s frequency in noise and in LDA’s topic distribution.

In order to make noise distributions more transferable to different param-
eters of LDA, we add a topic weight parameter φ to the Beta distribution
calculation to downsample or oversample the noise distribution. Equation 2
shows how φ is used to scale the noise distribution based on k, the number of
topics in the LDA model.

Beta
(√

θiz + β1,
√
Hi(φ/k)

)
(2)

For each word wi in topic z, once we have determined its status using the
Beta distribution, we take one final step to facilitate better topic filtering. If
wi is removed from z, wi’s frequency in the noise distribution is incremented,

3The k value does not have to be the same for the two models.
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marking it as noise once again. If wi is retained in z, wi’s frequency in the
noise distribution is increased by θiz. By increasing wi’s noise frequency after
it is included in a topic and maintaining the topic frequency, we are deterring
its inclusion in future topics, which share the noise distribution. In this way,
through the Beta distribution (Equation 2), we have increased the relative
probability of future topics determining it to be noise.

Decreasing φ to a value lower than k (φ < k) will result in a lower beta
value, and therefore less harsh noise filtering, while increasing φ to a value
greater than k (φ > k) will result in a higher beta value, and harsher noise
filtering. Setting φ = k results in an unweighted NLDA. The addition of φ
allows for NLDA to be scaled to larger data sets and different values of k using
the same original noise distribution. While this will be unnecessary for many
use cases, the ability to essentially transfer a noise distribution to different
parameter settings makes NLDA more usable and faster. It also requires less
storage during model construction.

4.4.2 Context Noise List Usage

Not all topic models produce topic-word distributions, and often we have access
to only a set of topics that we would like to filter noise from. In the case where
we have a pre-trained topic model that does not use a topic-word distribution
to approximate topics, or in the case where we have only a set of topics, we can
apply the TND noise distribution in a more crude manner, using a context-
specific noise list. In this approach, which we call Context Noise List Usage,
we propose filtering words from a topic set that have a high probability in the
noise distribution. For a given noise distribution H, we define Hc to be the
set of c words in the noise distribution with the highest probabilities. For each
topic z ∈ T , we remove word wi from z if wi ∈ Hc.

This approach is more likely to remove flood words than lower-frequency
noise words, but it can still be beneficial to topic sets. We will demonstrate
this in the next section.

5 Cross-Source Topic Blending

Topic-noise models are very useful for producing coherent, diverse topic sets
on domain-specific data sets. There are times when it is also beneficial to blend
topic sets that are related to a single domain, but constructed using different
data sources. We would like to explore a principled way to combine these topic
sets to identify a combined set that gives more insight into core topics that
exist across data sources for a specific domain.

This leads us to cross-source topic blending (CSTB). Instead of running one
large model on a blended data set with parameters that might not be optimal
for any one data source, we run one model on each individual data source, with
the best parameter settings for each. We then use CSTB to blend the topic sets
trained on individual data sources, merging similar ones to avoid repetition.
This approach allows us to incorporate many very different data sources into
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Fig. 2: Example of Graph created for CSTB. ` = 3

our final topic set without having to worry about finding an illusive perfect
set of parameters across sources that likely have varying noise distributions.

At a high level, cross-source topic blending works as follows: 1) Given s
data sources in a domain, run a topic model for each source, resulting in s
topic sets. 2) Construct an s-partite graph G, where each partition Vi is a
topic set, and each node is a topic, z. 3) Add an edge between two nodes if
the topics they represent are similar, i.e. have sufficient overlap. 4) Identify
connected components C in G that do not contain more than one node from
each partition s, and for each connected component in C, merge the associated
topics to create a single blended topic. 5) Return the final set of core topics.

The rest of this section describes the graph construction for G and the
topic blending using G.

5.1 Graph Construction

Let G be a graph with t vertices, where each vertex represents a topic. Let s
be the number of data sources within a domain. We define G to be an s-partite
graph whose vertices can be divided into s disjoint sets. In this s-partitite
graph, an edge cannot exist between vertices within the same partition. For
ease of exposition, suppose s = 3. Then, G = (V1, V2, V3, E) where the vertex
set V = (V1 ∪ V2 ∪ V3), and (V1 ∩ V2 ∩ V3) = {}. For each vertex pair Vi and
Vj , if topics zi and zj share at least χ of their ψ most-probable words, then
an edge is added to G that connects Vi and Vj .

This graph structure links related topics across data sources. Similar topics
form connected components, isolated from other topics that do not share the
same meaning. It allows for the detection of transitive similarity between topics
generated from different sources that might not directly share the same words
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(i.e. topic A is similar to topic B, and topic B is similar to topic C, therefore,
topic A is similar to topic C).

5.2 Finding Blended Topics

Using G, we find the set of connected components of size ` that contain at most
one vertex from each partition, where ` is a number between 1 and s. Each
connected component is blended into a single core topic. Figure 2 shows an
example of a CSTB graph G, with s = 3 and ` = 3. We can see in the example
that there are five connected components containing at least two vertices,
labeled a through e. Connected components a and e are core topics because
they contain at most one node from each partition and are of size at least
` = 3. In contrast, connected components b and c are not core topics because
they contain more than one node from a single partition. Finally, d is not a
core topic because it contains fewer than ` = 3 vertices. The process of finding
core topics takes O(s(V +E)), which is the time it takes to find all connected
components in an undirected s-partite graph. In practice, |Vi| < 100, so this
computation is fast.

CSTB is simple, but hinges on having high quality topics. The graph struc-
ture rewards coherent topics and punishes noisy topics or topic sets with many
overlapping words. If a topic set contains topics that have many overlapping
words, then they are more likely to appear in the same connected component.
This will result in that connected component not being deemed a core topic. If
a topic set contains noisy topics, then the noise words pose the threat of join-
ing topics in a component that do not belong together, resulting in either poor
core topics, or missing core topics. However, if a topic set contains coherent,
diverse topics, the graph structure will lead to clear delineations between con-
nected components, giving us coherent, diverse core topics. In the next section,
we will demonstrate that CSTB is a reasonable strategy for combining topics
efficiently for topics generated from topic-noise models.

6 Empirical Evaluation

In this section, we present our empirical evaluation. We evaluate the three
variants proposed in Section 4: Topic Noise Discriminator (TND), Noiseless
LDA (NLDA), and Context Noise List Usage for existing models. We begin
by describing our experimental setup, including a description of the data sets,
the preprocessing, and the model parameters (Section 6.1). We then present
our quantitative evaluation (Section 6.2), followed by our qualitative analysis
(Section 6.3) and our analysis of Cross-Source Topic Blending (Section 6.5).

6.1 Experiment Setup

Baseline Algorithms. We compare our proposed models to the following
state of the art models: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA),4 Gibbs Sampling

4Specifically the MALLET implementation of LDA [36]
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Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture (DMM) [13], Generalized Polya Urn Dirichlet
Multinomial Mixture (GPUDMM) [4], and Common Semantics Topic Model
(CSTM) [30]. These topic models each represent a unique facet of generative
topic models as explained in Section 2. As mentioned in the previous section,
because SWB is designed with fewer longer documents in mind, the compu-
tation cost is too high for large volumes of social media posts and the special
words distribution is not meaningful for the short post environment.

Data Sets. In this analysis, we consider multiple data sets. We begin
with the twenty newsgroups data set. We also consider data sets from sources
revolving around the domains of Covid-19 and Election 2020. Our first data
set is a subset of the Twenty Newsgroups data set [37]. We use the training set,
containing 11,024 documents, to assess how well the different models generate
topics that map to the labeled data. While 20 Newsgroups is a relatively small
data set, it provides a platform for reproducibility and allows us to see the
impact of our algorithm on a data set that contains less noise than traditional
social media data sets.

For the Election 2020 domain, posts were collected about the 2020 United
States Presidential election. Using relevant hashtags and keywords, we col-
lected these data between January 1 and September 30 through the Twitter
Streaming API. The Twitter data set consists of over 1.4 million tweets, focus-
ing on topics related to the November election. We also use a Reddit data set
consisting of 1,284,324 comments on posts about the election.

For the Covid-19 domain, we have two Twitter data sets. These data sets
contain posts about the 2020 Covid-19 pandemic. Using Covid-19 related hash-
tags, we collected Covid-19 related tweets through the Twitter Streaming API.
The 50k Covid-19 Twitter data is a random sample of 50,000 tweets about
the 2020 Covid-19 pandemic, collected between mid-January and April 2020,
a time period of massive change in the conversations revolving around the
pandemic. The Million Covid-19 Twitter data contains over 1 million tweets
about the 2020 Covid-19 pandemic. The Reddit data contains 147,436 com-
ments on posts related to the pandemic. In the Covid-19 domain, in addition
the Twitter and Reddit data sources, we were also able to collect newspaper
articles. The News data set contains 215,261 news articles related to the pan-
demic, collected from newspapers in the United States. The Million Twitter,
Reddit, and News data sets were collected between August 1 and September
30. The Covid-19 and Election 2020 data sets can be used to test the ability
of the different models to produce high-quality topics on varying types of data
sets.

Data Preprocessing. Data preprocessing can have a significant impact
on topic models [38]. For each of our Twitter data sets, we remove deleted
posts and remove user tags. For all of our data sets, we lowercase text and
remove urls, punctuation (including hashtags), and stopwords.

Model Parameters. In order to provide a thorough sensitivity analy-
sis for each of our models, we test each model with many different parameter
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settings.5 For ease of exposition, we only present the results for the best per-
forming models. For TND, the best parameters for producing its own topic set
were α = 0.1, β0 = 0.01, β1 = 25, k = 30, µ = 0, and ν = 1.5. However, the
best noise distributions for use in NLDA occurred when µ > 0. For NLDA, the
best performing parameters are α = 0.1, β0 = 0.01, β1 = 25, and k = 30. As
we will see, the best parameter for µ and φ varied based on the data set. We
found that β0, α, and β1 were far more stable parameters and that changes
in their values did not have significant effects on the performance across data
sets. µ and φ cause more noticeable effects on performance based on the data
set. In the case of φ, tuning is quick in practice because it applies to the ensem-
bling of TND and LDA, where values of φ can be quickly iterated through
on the trained models. For LDA, they were α = 0.1 and β = 0.01. For DMM
and GPUDMM, we found α = 0.1, β = 0.1 to be the best parameters. For
GPUDMM, we used GloVe Twitter word embeddings [39] with both 50 and
100 dimensions, and found the difference in topic quality to be negligible. The
results shown here use 50 dimensions. For CSTM, we used the suggested set-
tings for nuf and nuc, 1 and 0.1, respectively. We found α = 0.1 and β = 0.01
with 2 common topics to be the best parameters. While the other settings
tested did reduce the quality of the topics obtained, their results were similar.

6.2 Quantitative Analysis

In this section, we use topic coherence and topic diversity to compare the
different topics generated from either topic models or topic-noise models.

6.2.1 Evaluation Metrics

To assess a model’s ability to detect coherent, meaningful topics, we use
normalized pointwise mutual information (NPMI) [40]. NPMI is a distance
measure that captures how closely related two words are given their rel-
ative cofrequency. Many recent topic modeling papers, including that of
GPUDMM [4], have employed NPMI or one of its variants to assess the coher-
ence of their models [12, 20, 21, 23]. For a pair of tokens (x, y), we define the
probability of them appearing together in a document as P (x, y). We use this
probability to compute the NPMI of a topic t ∈ T as follows:

NPMI(t) =

∑
x,y∈t

log(
P (x,y)

P (x)P (y)
)

− log(P (x,y))(t
2

)
The higher the NPMI score, the higher the mutual information between

pairs of words in the topic. This indicates high topic coherence, which in turn
reflects on the ability of the model to detect meaningful topics.

In addition to assessing the meaningfulness of topics, we are interested in
a model’s ability to find distinct topics. A model that finds the same coherent

5Parameters for sensitivity analysis across models: k = 10, 20, 30, 50, 100; α, β0 = 0.01, 0.1, 1.0;
β1 = 0, 16, 25, 36, 49; φ = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30; µ = 0, 3, 5, 10
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(a) 20 Newsgroups results. (b) 50k Covid-19 results.

(c) Million Covid-19. (d) Election 2020.

Fig. 3: Comparison of TND and NLDA to Baselines. Coherence (y) and Diver-
sity (x). k = 30. β1 = 25 for TND

topic ten times, but does not find other topics should not be considered as
effective as a model that finds many unique topics that may be slightly less
coherent. We measure this using topic diversity. Topic diversity is the fraction
of unique words in the top 20 words of all topics in a topic set [21]. High
topic diversity indicates a model successfully found unique topics, while low
diversity indicates a failure to discern topics from each other.

6.2.2 Results

We begin by comparing the performance of models on the 20 Newsgroups data
set. Figure 3a shows the coherence and diversity of each model. On the x-axis is
topic diversity, and on the y-axis is topic coherence. The models closest to the
top right corner of the plot have the best topic coherence and topic diversity.
Figure 3a shows that NLDA is clearly the best model for both topic coherence
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and topic diversity. GPUDMM and TND (µ = 10) have the second best topic
coherences, and TND (µ = 0) has the second best topic diversity. Of all the
data sets, this one contains the least amount of noise. It is interesting that in
this context, using the estimated noise distribution from TND within NLDA
leads to stronger results than LDA alone or estimating both the topic and
noise distributions together in TND. This highlights that even in a less noisy
data set, modeling noise is important. We surmise that GPUDMM performs
well on this data set because the number of words is smaller and the context
of words is more stable in newsgroup data.6

Next, we compare the results of the best settings for each model on the 50k
Covid-19 data set (Figure 3b). Again, topic diversity is plotted on the x-axis,
while topic coherence is on the y-axis. On the left, we can see a cluster of the
DMM, GPUDMM, and CSTM results. All three models produce topic sets with
similarly low topic coherence and topic diversity. TND produces more coherent
and diverse topics than DMM, GPUDMM, and CSTM. LDA produces similar
results to TND. However, NLDA is the best model overall. In other words,
first building the topics using the context-specific noise words and then using
the estimated noise distribution to iteratively reduce the noise in LDA topics
improves the topic coherence by 5.6% over TND and 10.5% over LDA. It also
increases the topic diversity by 11.6% over TND and 10% over LDA.

In order to show that these models are effective on larger data sets, we
show the results of our models on the Million Covid-19 Twitter and Elec-
tion 2020 Twitter data sets, compared with the results of the best-performing
baseline models. While TND is slower than LDA, it is still considerably faster
than other models that attempt to account for noise distributions and embed-
ding spaces, like CSTM. With this in mind, we use this section to show the
transferability and reusability of TND’s noise distributions and how NLDA’s
φ parameter allows us to easily adapt a noise distribution to any number of
topics. The results we present use the following parameters for TND: α = 0.1,
β0 = 0.01, β1 = 25, k = 30, ν = 1.5, and µ = {0, 3, 5, 10}. We tested NLDA on
k = {10, 20, 30, 50, 100} and φ = {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30}, but show only the best
parameter settings for clarity.

Figure 3c presents the topic coherence and topic diversity of the models
built using the Million Covid-19 data set with and without embedding sam-
pling. By adjusting µ, we can control how many words are sampled from the
embedding space. Increasing µ causes more words to be sampled, whereas set-
ting it to zero will cause no words to be sampled. In Figure 3c, topic diversity is
plotted on the x-axis, and topic coherence is on the y-axis. Again, NLDA pro-
duces results with consistently high topic coherence and topic diversity across
k values with φ = 10. It is clear here that for TND, using µ > 0, meaning
incorporating the embedding space to some extent, improves the coherence of
NLDA substantially. It is interesting to note that there is not much difference
in the results when µ = 3 and µ = 10. In other words, the number of words

6A natural question here would be, given that there are 20 newsgroups, why not use k = 20?
We found that every model produced better results with k = 30.
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used for the embedding sample is less important than just incorporating it.
However, as a standalone model, TND is far more coherent when µ = 0. TND
alone is always at least as good as LDA, and also produces a noise distribution
that can be used by researchers to better understand the context-specific noise
present in their data sets. NLDA’s coherence improvement over its competi-
tors is amplified on the Million Covid-19 Twitter data set. Its topic coherence
increases by 19% over TND and 24% over LDA. It also increases the topic
diversity by 21% over TND and 18% over LDA. The coherence of topics likely
drops due to the size of the data set – as more documents are added to a data
set, more words exist in the vocabulary, and the overall sparsity of the data
set increases, thereby reducing the probability of more sets of words appearing
together.

Figure 3d presents the topic diversity and coherence of the best models on
the Election 2020 Twitter data set. NLDA again outperforms the field in both
metrics, followed by TND. It is as good as NLDA in terms of coherence, and
nearly as diverse. Similar to the Million Covid-19 data set, adding embeddings
to the sampling does improve the topic coherence for NLDA, but not TND.
LDA is the next best model followed by CSTM. DMM and GPUDMM per-
formed poorly for both topic coherence and topic diversity. This results because
of the prevalence of context-specific noise in all of their topics. CSTM, another
model designed to filter noise from social media texts, does get improved topic
diversity compared to DMM on both the Election 2020 and Million Covid data
sets, but it fails to produce more coherent topics.

Finally, we consider the noise penetration rate. We worked with social
scientists and CNN researchers to develop a set of flood words (context-specific
noise words) that were seen in open-ended survey responses about the 2020
presidential election. Throughout the election cycle, as noisy words appeared
in responses that detracted from semi-automated topic generation, they were
added to the list. We use that expert curated list of 50 context-specific noise
words to help understand noise penetration. While this does not represent
a full set of noise words in the Twitter data set, these noise words are the
bellwethers of noise that detracts from the specificity and meaningfulness of
topics identified from short text responses like social media posts. Examples
of context-specific flood words included Trump, Biden, and people.

Table 1 shows the noise penetration rate for the Election 2020 data set.
TND contains almost zero noise, highlighting its namesake – noise filtering.
Both TND and NLDA have a significantly smaller noise penetration rate than
LDA, DMM, and even CSTM, the other model designed to reduce noise. In
other words, our approach for reducing noise is able to effectively remove large
amounts of noise, with an improvement in penetration rate of more than 0.8
when compared to LDA for the Election 2020 data set. Table 1 highlights the
tradeoff that we make when we move from TND to NLDA. TND has a smaller
level of noise penetration in topics. NLDA has more diverse and coherent
topics, but with a little more noise penetration.
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Fig. 4: 50k Covid-19 GPUDMM with a context-noise list.

Context Noise List. In addition to showing TND and NLDA’s success
on modeling noisy data sets, we also show the effectiveness of the context
noise list on topic sets produced by other topic models. As we observed in the
previous analysis, GPUDMM underperforms in comparison to NLDA on the
Twitter data sets, while performing well on the 20 Newsgroups data set. This
is a direct result of the large amount of context-specific noise in the Twitter
data sets. In this experiment, we will generate a context-noise list using TND
and use it to filter words from generated topic lists.

Specifically, we fix k = 30 for TND, NLDA, and GPUDMM, and we use
α = 0.1, β0 = 0.01, β1 = 25, k = 30, and µ = 0 as the parameters for TND to
get an accurate noise distribution for use in NLDA and in the context-noise
list. Figure 4 shows the impact of using a context-noise list of varying sizes (c =
size of the noise list) with the GPUDMM topic set on topic coherence and topic
diversity. Both TND (µ = 0) and NLDA are shown for comparison purposes.
We can see the topic diversity of GPUDMM increase as c increases, meaning
that noise is to blame for much of the lack of diversity in the model. When
we look at topic coherence, we notice that when c gets very high (c ≥ 100),

Model LDA DMM GPUDMM CSTM TND NLDA

Noise Pen. Rate 0.87 0.92 0.35 0.25 0.02 0.25

Table 1: Noise Penetration in Election 2020 data set.

LDA DMM GPUDMM CSTM TND NLDA

0.57 0.35 0.30 0.57 1.00 0.85

Table 2: Fraction of unique topics agreed on by judges.
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Model
Vice

President
Covid-19 QAnon Debates

Mail-in
Voting

Other

LDA 2 1 2 4 0 5
DMM 0 0 1 10 1 2

GPUDMM 1 0 1 9 0 2
CSTM 1 1 1 5 2 4
TND 0 1 0 0 0 3

NLDA 2 2 0 1 1 7

Table 3: Topic Labeling Judge Agreement. For each Model and Topic Labels,
we show the number of topics labeled with the Topic Label agreed on by judges.

the coherence of GPUDMM starts to fall off, even as its diversity continues
to increase. In other words, removing small levels of context-specific noise can
be useful for improving the topic coherence for GMM, but removing too many
impacts its ability to create more coherent topics. When looking at the words
in the noise list, we find that most of these words are flood words that do not
get removed through traditional avenues of preprocessing. For example, in the
Covid-19 Twitter data set, words that would be removed by the context-noise
list include flood words like ‘covid19,’ ‘coronavirus,’ and ‘covid,’ and general
noise words like ‘people,’ ‘today,’ and ‘many.’ Removing these words from
topics will improve topic diversity and coherence by virtue of the replacements
for these words being more informative for their respective topics. TND and
NLDA are able to selectively remove only the noise words that are not closely
tied to coherent topics, leading them to have higher topic diversity and topic
coherence than models using the context noise list. However, we believe that
researchers will still find it valuable to be able to remove context-specific noise
when using models that are already part of their pipeline.

6.3 Qualitative Analysis

For the Election 2020 Twitter data set, human judges were asked to label top-
ics from LDA, DMM, GPUDMM, CSTM, TND, and NLDA. Our evaluation
was conducted by 18 people, 10 male and 8 female. Most judges were college
students. Judges were presented with five ‘selected topics’ from the Election
2020 Twitter data set that were dominant topics during the campaign. Judges
were asked to label topics generated by each of the models as one of the selected
topics. If judges did not believe a selected topic was present, they could suggest
another topic that applied, or they could indicate that no real topic existed.
Thirty topics from each topic model were used in the human judgment exper-
iment. Based on our topic coherence and topic diversity results, we expected
variation in terms of the number of topics that would be interpretable by
human judgement. Each topic was labeled independently by three judges. In
our results, we considered a topic successfully labeled only if all three judges
agreed on its label since that provided the best results for the baselines.

Table 3 shows the number of topic labels agreed upon by all three judges
for each model. All the models except TND had 13 or 14 topics that were
interpretable and had topic agreement. This suggests that there is a possible
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Fig. 5: Topic comparison between TND (µ = 0), NLDA (µ = {10, 0}), LDA,
and CSTM. Million Covid-19 topics are on the top row, and Election 2020
topics are on the bottom row. Words are annotated with superscript numbers
corresponding to the number of variants of the word in the top ten words.

upper limit on the number of topics a generative model can successfully detect
for a given k parameter. Surprisingly, TND does not perform as well on the
qualitative analysis in terms of topic agreement. In other words, even though
it is one of the top models in terms of quantitative measures, that did not
hold true for qualitative measures on our Election data set. However, removal
of noise is clearly important since two of the top three models include noise
removal. In terms of topic coverage, only CSTM had 100% (5/5) topic coverage
of the specified topics, followed by NLDA and LDA with 80% (4/5). The other
three models had poor topic coverage.

Next, we assess topic uniqueness. Some topics created by topic models are
repetitive while others are more unique. Table 2 shows the fraction of unique
topics returned. Here we see the real strength of both TND and NLDA. All
the topics for TND are unique - none overlap. NLDA only labels two duplicate
topics (Vice President and Covid-19), while nearly half of the topics that LDA
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Fig. 6: Covid-19 Reddit β1 Sensitivity Analysis. Coherence (y) and Diversity
(x). k = 30. φ = 25.

and CSTM find are duplicates. DMM and GPUDMM find almost exclusively
the Debate topic, leading them to have very few unique topics.

To display of the quality of TND and NLDA topics, we show topics from
the Million Covid-19 Twitter and Election 2020 Twitter data sets for TND,
NLDA, LDA, and CSTM. Figure 5 shows six topics, three from Million Covid-
19 Twitter (top row), and three from Election 2020 Twitter (bottom row). We
specifically picked topics that the other methods showed more coherence on.
As we mentioned in the introduction, the flood word ‘covid-19’ and similar
words are common in LDA, CSTM, and TND. However, these flood words are
absent from the NLDA topics.

Despite the appearance of a flood word in TND’s Covid-19 Twitter topics,
TND and NLDA’s quality is apparent in both data sets. In the Election 2020
Twitter topic set, TND and NLDA are particularly effective compared to LDA,
which contains far more noise than in the Million Covid-19 topic set. CSTM
fails to separate noise from content in most topics in these domain specific
data sets.

In the Million Covid-19 Twitter and Election 2020 Twitter data sets, TND
and NLDA are particularly effective, finding strong topics for each depicted in
Figure 5. NLDA, in some cases, is more coherent than TND. LDA and CSTM
are less effective, and each fails to find a strong topic for at least one selected
topic in each of the data sets. LDA and CSTM are capable of finding coherent
topics, as they do in the Testing/Symptoms, Vaccine, and Climate Change
(only LDA in this case) topics, but due to noise, other topics miss the mark.

6.4 Evaluating Topic-Noise Model Performance Across
Data Sources

Our main analysis of the quality of TND and NLDA was performed on Twitter
data and the colloquial Twenty Newsgroups data set. However, these models
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(a) Covid-19. (b) Election 2020.

Fig. 7: Sensitivity Analysis of φ-values on Reddit data sets. Coherence (y)
and Diversity (x). k = 30. β1 = 1 for TND

are not limited to Twitter and baseline data sets. In this section, we present the
results of using NLDA on the Reddit and newspaper data sets for the Covid-19
domain, and on the Reddit data set for the Election 2020 domain. We compare
the coherence and diversity across data sources to that of LDA and compare
the optimal parameter settings for each data source, explaining what leads to
parameter changes and why. We then display topics as they are captured in
different data sources to highlight both the robustness of topic-noise models
and the differences in conversations that occur in different forums.

First, we were interested in tuning the β1 parameter. For the Twitter data
sets, we had to set it to 25 in order to remove enough noise to get good topics.
Figure 6 shows the effects of changing β1 on the Covid-19 Reddit data set.
We fix φ = 25 to conduct our sensitivity analysis for β1. Topic diversity is
on the x-axis, and topic coherence is on the y-axis. We can clearly see that
while diversity is almost completely unaffected, topic coherence skyrockets
when β1 is lowered. We saw nearly identical trends in the Election 2020 Reddit
data set and in the Covid-19 News data set. This finding is unsurprising.
Twitter data is known to be noisier than other social media platforms, due to
hashtags, links, user handles, slang, and shorter documents. Reddit comments
and newspaper articles, which are typically longer and better written than
tweets, require less strenuous noise detection than Twitter data. We find that
the noise words identified are better with a lower β1 setting because, in Reddit
and newspaper data, they are noticeably different than most topic words.
Tuning β1 for data sets with different levels of noise allows for important data
source customization.

Figures 7a and 7b show the coherence and diversity scores of the Reddit
data sets for the Covid-19 and Election2020 domains as we vary φ. We can
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Fig. 8: Covid-19 News Sensitivity Analysis of φ-values. Coherence (y) and
Diversity (x). k = 30. β1 = 1.

see a significant trend toward higher φ-values producing significantly higher
coherence scores, while low values produce lower coherence and diversity.

If we remove no noise words at all, our coherence and diversity scores
should be identical to that of LDA. This is approximately what we see when
φ = 1, what is essentially the least harsh noise removal setting for NLDA. By
removing very few noise words, we barely differ in quality from LDA. However,
we can see that the higher we set φ, the higher coherence and diversity we get.
This is because when we set β1 to a lower value and are able to model noise
accurately, we want to aggressively remove those noise words. Where with
Twitter data we must tread lightly lest we accidentally remove topic words,
in these less noisy sources, we are more certain that the words in the noise
distribution are truly noise words. By lowering β1 and increasing φ, we are
stating that we are able to more accurately capture noise and dispose of those
noise words, thereby improving the topic coherence.

Figure 8 shows the coherence and diversity scores of the News data set
for Covid-19. While the increase in coherence is not as pronounced as in the
Reddit data sets, there is a clear improvement in topic diversity, along with a
small improvement in coherence. The higher word co-occurrence rates implicit
in longer documents such as newspaper articles means that topic coherence
is somewhat limited compared to data sources with shorter documents. The
improvement of coherence and diversity in the Reddit and News data sets by
increasing φ is, similar to the reduction of β1, unsurprising. By more aggres-
sively removing noise that we are more certain should be removed, we are
improving the quality of our topics.

Figure 9 shows the same topics from Figure 5 as they were found by NLDA
in the Twitter, Reddit, and News data sources. The words shown are the most
probable words per topic, rearranged to show patterns over data sources. We
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Fig. 9: Covid-19 Topics from Reddit and News data sources.

can see significant similarities between these topics in each data source, likely
because they are some of the most commonly referred-to topics in the domain.
Still, we can see slight differences. For instance, in the Masks and Social Dis-
tancing topic, we can see that in the Reddit conversation, people are more
concerned with transmission, and masks covering one’s mouth and nose. In the
News data source, the focus is on rules, guidelines, and businesses, differing
from both Twitter and Reddit. The News data source again breaks with the
Reddit and Twitter topics for the testing category, as it focuses on testing on
college campuses. On the Vaccine topic, the News data source focuses on stud-
ies, experts, and drug trials. The Reddit data source includes words like data,
side [effects], herd, and immunity, hinting at peoples’ hesitation to get vacci-
nated. No two data sources seem to produce more similar topics than the other
consistently. Twitter and Reddit produce a similar Testing/Symptoms topic,
but do not align on the Vaccine topic. On the Masks topic, each data source
shares some similarities with the others, but are distinctly different. The abil-
ity to see how topics vary across different data sources is a valuable capability,
especially in a situation like a pandemic where access to information can have
widespread affects on the population.

6.5 Cross-Source Topic Blending

Using data from different sources, we now show how we can find topics that
matter most within a specific domain. We will being use a graph G to blend
topics based on their most probable words. If topics from different domains
share χ of their ψ most probable words, then they are blended together to
make a larger, cross-domain topic. This can be done with two or more domains,
although the more domains, the more difficult it can be to find related topics.
To better understand the impact of different parameter settings on the final
set of core topics, we conduct a detailed sensitivity analysis and then highlight
the discovered topics.

Sensitivity analysis: If one wants a larger set of core topics, χ should be set
low, and ψ should be set high. This will result in more edges in G, as more
topics will match each other. The number of edges in G does not, however,
guarantee a larger set of core topics. Recall that a connected component must
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Fig. 10: An example of a mismatched topic when χ is set too low.

contain at most one node from each partition to be a core topic. If there
are too many edges in G, then components will be more likely to include
multiple vertices from the same partition, resulting in their disqualification
from the core topic set. However, having too few edges in G will result in fewer
components of size ` or larger. In practice, setting χ and ψ, the parameters
that decide the proportion of most-likely words that must be shared between
two topics, is data source and domain dependent. We had three data sources
(Twitter, Reddit, and News), so we set ` = {2, 3}, to determine whether or
not there was a high overlap in topics over all three data sources.We tested
χ = {1, 3, 5, 10} with ψ = {1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50}.

We did not conduct an external validation of these topics since we did that
for the individual sources. Instead we focused on identifying a set of guidelines
for capturing core topics. For our data sets, we found that χ < 5 was too small
a number to find meaningful connections between topics. When ` = 2 and
χ = 1, we found that many core topics were clearly two separate topics which
happened to share a single word. Figure 10 shows an example of a mismatched
topic when χ = 3. The mismatched topic is a blend of two topics that do
not truly belong together. This occurs because a low χ value allows too many
edges in G. When ` = 3, very few if any core topics were found, because larger
connected components tended to have two vertices in the same partition and
therefore, were not merged. We found that χ = 10 was too many words to
match when ψ < 30, so few core topics were found. When ψ ≥ 30, core topics
were too easily found, resulting in noisier core topics being included. The best
parameters we found were χ = 5, ψ = 15. While this is the same 1 : 3 ratio of
χ : ψ as χ = 10, ψ = 30, in general the individual probabilities of each of the
first fifteen words in each topic are much higher than those of the first thirty.
So, the likelihood of noise words causing a false match of topics when ψ = 15 is
much lower than when ψ = 30. We found that with sufficient settings for χ and
ψ, there was indeed a reasonable overlap in topics over all three data sources.

The final core topics presented in this paper were derived with χ = 5,
ψ = 15, ` = 3. Figure 11 shows the core topics for the Covid-19 domain. These
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Fig. 11: Core Topics in the Covid-19 domain as found by CSTB.

five topics, Cases, Testing, Vaccines, Masks, and Government represent impor-
tant facets and phases of the pandemic. Covid-19 cases were carefully tracked
throughout the pandemic. Testing was the first line of defense against the virus
and enabled the re-opening of many schools and universities. Vaccines were
developed to immunize the world in an effort to slow the rate of infections, par-
ticularly severe infections. Masks and social distancing were mandated almost
ubiquitously around the world in an effort to keep people from transmitting
the disease while in public. Finally, governments were front and center during
the pandemic. Aside from the 2020 United States presidential election, gov-
ernments led the pandemic response, setting public health policies, tracking
cases, procuring tests, funding and regulating vaccines, and more.

In order to show that our interpretation of these topics is in line with the
interpretations of others, we asked a panel of seven judges, 5 female and 2 male,
to provide a label for each of the five core topics. The task was open-ended.
Judges were not given labels to choose from. Table 3 shows the percent of
judges who provided labels in agreement with each other.7 Three of the topics
were agreed upon by all judges, and one was agreed on by six out of seven.
The Testing topic was split. Three judges provided the label Testing, but three
others provided a label along the lines of College Covid Policies. Looking at
the topic, there are four variants of the word test, but many words relate to
colleges and universities coping with the pandemic. As we noted above, colleges
were at the forefront of the testing debate, so finding these words together
is unsurprising. Overall, there was high agreement by judges on four of the
five topics. Cross-source topic blending is intuitive to use and interpret, and
informative when one wants to better understand a domain using multiple
data sources.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have shown the importance of modeling both topics and
noise for social media documents. We proposed creating topic-noise models

7Examples of agreeing labels would be covid cases and covid stats, or masks and mask
regulations.
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Table 4: Percent judge agreement on Covid-19 core topics.

Topic Cases Testing Vaccines Masks Government

Agreed % 100 43 85 100 100

that explicitly models both the topic and noise distributions of a data set.
We present a new topic model, Topic Noise Discriminator (TND) that models
both distributions and incorporates word embedding vectors to enhance the
sampling algorithm of the generative model, leading to a better noise distri-
bution in TND. We designed TND so that its noise distribution can be reused
and integrated with other models, cutting down on computation costs. Sec-
ond, we proposed an ensemble method with TND and LDA [7], Noiseless-LDA
(NLDA), that leverages the noise distribution produced by TND with LDA
to create high-coherence, high-diversity, low-noise topics. Third, we proposed
creating and using a context noise list to remove noise from topic sets in an
ad hoc way, after the topics have been generated, allowing noise removal to be
used with any topic modeling algorithm. Fourth, we proposed the cross-source
topic blending (CSTB) heuristic for finding the core topics across data sources
within a domain using a novel graph structure.

We presented the effectiveness of these topic-noise models through exten-
sive experiments using a standard data set (20 Newsgroups), and two novel,
larger data sets obtained from Twitter. We showed through a quantitative
and qualitative analysis that TND and NLDA are both capable of producing
high-caliber topics from noisy data sets where traditional models fall short.
We showed that the TND noise distribution can be integrated as a Context
Noise List with other topic models to improve their coherence and diversity.
We showed the capability of CSTB to find the most relevant topics in a domain
using three data sources from the Covid-19 domain. Finally, we share our
models and evaluation code on GitHub for others to use and innovate on.8

Future directions include applying TND and CSTB to other domains and
data sources, as well as improving the efficiency of our models.
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